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West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
Division of Water and Waste Management
Groundwater Protection Program
Sinkhole Mitigation Guidance
August 8, 2005
Purpose:
These sinkhole mitigation designs serve to allow the filling of sinkholes
while maintaining recharge to the aquifer, reducing potential contamination
threats to groundwater, and eliminating safety hazards at sinkhole entries.
General:
Consideration should be given to the method used for removing
contaminated materials from sinkholes and reducing or eliminating direct
inflow of surface water into sinkholes. Land treatment methods that
improve the filtration and infiltration of surface water before it enters the
sinkhole should be used along with the mitigation of the sinkhole.
Before selecting a treatment option the following should be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land use
Existing and planned land treatment
Sinkhole drainage area
Dimensions of the sinkhole opening
Safe outlet for diverted surface water
Environmentally safe disposal of sinkhole “clean out” material
Availability and quality of filter material
Safety of equipment and operators and laborers during installation

Treatment selection should be based on the dimensions of the sinkhole
drainage area and include direct sinkhole treatment with surface water
control measures and filter strips. Whichever treatment option is chosen, it
should avoid surface water ponding or the creation of high soil moisture
conditions in excess of 72 hours.
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Treatment designs apply to sinkholes with excavated depths of 5 to 25 feet
and with drainage areas up to 15 acres. Excavations up to 5 feet are
sufficient for most sinkholes. Sinkholes with excavation depths of greater
than 25 feet or with uncontrolled drainage areas greater than 15 acres may
require adjustments to the treatment measure(s) and/or surface water control
measure(s). In these cases, geologic and engineering assistance must be
obtained and a site-specific treatment design prepared.
Treatment for Sinkholes with Drainage Areas Less than 5 Acres
Treat the sinkhole using the mitigation design in Figure 1 of this guidance
document. The treatment site should be inspected after periods of heavy
precipitation because some material may run into adjacent sinkhole voids
causing a surface depression. In this case, maintenance will include adding
soil material at the surface. The existing land use or practice may continue
over the treated sinkhole as long as the treatment is maintained.
Treatment for Sinkholes with Drainage Areas of 5 Acres or More and
Having a Safe Outlet
The following additional treatment criteria are applicable to sinkholes with
drainage areas of 5 acres or more where a safe outlet can be provided to
divert surface water away from the sinkhole. A safe outlet is one that does
not erode, divert surface water to another sinkhole or injection well, or cause
flood damage to crops, property, buildings, or highways/roads.
Surface water control measures should be situated to reduce the internal
drainage area around the sinkhole to less than 5 acres. The choice of surface
water control measures is generally based on site-specific conditions.
Treatment for Sinkholes with Drainage Areas of 5 to 15 acres and
Having No Safe Outlet
Treat the sinkhole using the mitigation design in Figure 2 of this guidance
document. The site should be inspected after periods of heavy precipitation
because some material may run into adjacent sinkhole voids causing a
surface depression. In this case, maintenance will include adding soil
material at the surface. The sinkhole should remain as unused land.
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Vegetated Buffer Area
A vegetated buffer area should be installed around the sinkhole to improve
runoff water quality by filtration and adsorption of contaminants. The
vegetated buffer area should be installed within the sinkhole drainage area
and should begin at the treated sinkhole.
The minimum width (in feet) of the vegetated buffer area is determined by
multiplying the sinkhole drainage area (in acres) by seven. This width
should provide beneficial filtering for some distance outside the sinkhole
because surface water runoff may be temporarily held before reaching the
treated sinkhole.
Appropriate vegetation should be used for the buffer area. Use native
vegetation as much as possible. DO NOT use noxious plants or weeds. It is
recommended that a plant nursery be consulted for the appropriate
vegetation.
Acceptable Materials
Engineering fabric - must meet the applicable requirements of AASHTO M288.
Aggregates – fine aggregates, gravel, or rock rip rap that conforms to the
West Virginia Department of Highways, Standard Specifications for Roads
and Bridges, Sections 702, 703, and 704.

Specifications
Use the following guidance for installing a mitigation design for sinkholes
and sinkhole areas with drainage areas of less than 5 acres:
1. Remove and properly dispose of materials dumped in and around the
sinkhole in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws.
2. Excavate loose material from the sinkhole and try to expose the
solution void(s) in the bottom. Enlarge the sinkhole, as necessary, to
allow for installation of the filter material.
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3. Select stone that is approximately 1.5 times larger than the solution
void(s). Place the stone into the void(s) forming a competent bridge.
Stone used for the bridge should have rock strength equal to, at least,
moderately hard (e.g., resistant to abrasion or cutting by a knife blade
but can be easily dented or broken by light blows with a hammer).
Shale or similar soft and non-durable rock is not acceptable.
4. Place a layer of filter material over the bridge to a minimum thickness
of 24 inches. Approximately 35 percent of the material should be
larger than the opening between the bridge and the void(s). There
should be no discernable large openings around the bridge. The
material should be either gabion stone, stone for rip rap, or stone for
special rock fill that conforms to West Virginia Department of
Highways, Standard Specification Roads and Bridges, Section 704.
5. Place a layer of smaller size filter material over the previous layer to a
minimum thickness of 10 inches. The size of the material should be
¼ to ½ the size of that used in the previous layer. The material should
be No. 57 aggregate, which conforms to West Virginia Department of
Highways, Standard Specifications Roads and Bridges, Sections
703.1.1, 703.1.2, 703.1.3, 704.1.4, and 703.2.1. Unacceptable filter
material consists of pea gravel or slags (steel, electromagnetic, or
power plant).
6. Place a layer of sand-sized filter material over the previous layer at to
a minimum thickness of 10 inches. The sand must be compatible in
size with the previous layer to prevent piping. The material should be
fine aggregate that conforms to West Virginia Department of
Highways, Standard Specification Roads and Bridges, Sections
702.1.1, 702.1.2, and 702.1.3.
7. Engineering fabric conforming to AASHTO M 288 may be
substituted for the stone and sand filter materials discussed in 5 and 6.
8. Backfill over the top filter layer or engineering fabric with soil
material to the surface. This should be mineral soil with at least 12
percent fines. Reuse soil material excavated from the sinkhole as
much as possible and place any available topsoil over the backfill.
Overfill by about 5 percent to allow for settling.
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9. Establish vegetation on the mitigated sinkhole and other disturbed
areas of the site.
Use the following guidance for installing a mitigation design for sinkholes
and sinkhole areas with drainage areas of 5 to 15 acres:
1. Remove and properly dispose of materials dumped in and around the
sinkhole.
2. Excavate loose material from the sinkhole.
3. Place a layer of filter material into the sinkhole, allowing the stone to
fill the void(s) below the bottom of excavated sinkhole. The size
should be ¼ to ½ the size of the void(s). This material can be
WVDOH gabion stone, rip rap stone, or special rock fill stone.
4. Place a layer of the same size filter material to a thickness of about ¾
TD (TD = total depth) above the sinkhole bottom.
5. Place a layer of smaller size filter material over the previous layer to a
thickness of about ¼ D. Bring this layer to surface level. The size
should be ¼ to ½ the size of the previous layer. The material should
be No. 57 aggregate, which conforms to West Virginia Department of
Highways, Standard Specification Roads and Bridges, Sections
703.1.1, 703.1.2, 703.1.3, 703.2.1, and 704.1.4. Unacceptable stone
consists of pea gravel or slags (steel, electrometallurgical, or power
plant).
6. Shale or similar soft and non-durable rock is not acceptable.
7. Establish vegetation on the mitigated sinkhole and disturbed areas of
the site.

Engineering Fabric Requirements for Subsurface Drainage
Engineering fabric used in the mitigation of sinkholes should meet the
applicable requirements of AASTHO M 288, Section 7.2
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Engineering Fabric Installation
Proper construction and installation techniques are essential to ensure that
the intended function of the engineering fabric is fulfilled.
When sewn seams are necessary, the seam strength must be equal to or
greater than 90 percent of the specified grab strength, as measured in
accordance with ASTM D 4632.
When sewn seams are used for the seaming of the engineering fabric, the
thread must be high strength polypropylene, or polyester. Nylon thread is
unacceptable.
For Sinkhole Mitigation Design A, place the engineering fabric loosely, with
no wrinkles or folds, and with no void spaces between the fabric and the
bridge. Overlap successive sheets of engineering fabric a minimum of 12
inches, with the upstream sheet overlapping the downstream sheet.
Prior to covering, the engineering fabric should be inspected to ensure that it
has not been damaged (e.g. holes, tears, rips) during installation. An
engineer or the engineer’s designated representative should conduct the
inspection. The designated representative should be a certified field
inspector.
Damaged fabric must be repaired immediately. Cover the damaged area
with an engineered fabric patch that overlaps to 12 inches beyond the
damaged area.
Any damaged engineering fabric that cannot be repaired shall be replaced as
directed by the engineer.
Place material over the engineering fabric in such a manner as to avoid
stretching and subsequently tearing the fabric. Do not drop stone and soil
placement from a height greater then one meter. Do not allow stone with a
mass of more than 100 kg to roll down the slope of the sinkhole.

Grading the sinkhole slope is not permitted if the grading will result in the
movement of the stone directly above the engineering fabric.
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Operation and Maintenance
The owner/operator is responsible for maintaining the mitigated sinkhole
and sinkhole area. At a minimum, the following maintenance practices
should be performed:
1. Mow grass and plantings as necessary to promote vigorous growth.
2. Inspect mitigation measures at least twice a year and after all major rain
events. Repairs to the sinkhole mitigation measures should be made
promptly were warranted.
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